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PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST WORLD CONFERENCE ON MEDICAL
EDUCATrION. Edited by Hugh Clegg, with a foreword by Sir Lionel
Whitby. (Pp. xvi + 804. 60s.) London: Oxford University Press, 1954.
THIS volume contains the papers which were given at the First World Conference on Medical
Education in London in August, 1953. English, French and Spanish were the official languages,
and each paper is followed by summaries in each of these languages. Apart from the opening
addresses by Sir Lionel Whitby on "The Challenge to Medical Education," by Sir Richard
Livingstone on "What is Education?", by John F. Fulton on "The History of Mledical Education,"
aind by S. M. K. Mallick on "Mledicine-a Technology or a Profession?", the conference was
divided into four sections.
The first of these dealt wvith the requirements for entry into medical schools. This section
considers the essentials of pre-medical education and methods of selection of entrants. Most
speakers are in agreement that the demands of the university have resulted in a narrowing of the
general educational background of potential aspirants to the medical school, and have initiated
vocational training as early as 14-15 years of age, before the student has had the opportunity to
develop a philosophy of life or has more than scratched the surface of the humanities. Can it be
that physics and chemistry, useful tools though they are to the scientific doctor, are exercising a
disproportionate influence on the choice of members of the profession?
With the number of applicants for admission some selection is necessary, but there is much
variety in the methods used, and no consensus of opinion that a standard one, suitable for all
schools, has yet been involved. There is even the question as to whether the selected candidates of
to-day are better, or indeed as good as, those of twventy years ago when a student entered the
faculty because he wished to become a doctor.
The second section deals with the aims and contents of the medical curriculum. In general, the
speakers deplore too great a fragmentation of the course, xvhich, after all, deals with only one
subject-the sick patient though this subject must be viewed through many different windows.
Following the development of so many specialities, there is need for a reintegration and the
creation of a balanced curriculum which will give the student such medical knowledge and
techniques as to constitute a sound basis for his professionial life. The complete doctor, hovever,
needs still more, for he must be adept not only in the science, but also proficient in the art,
sincere in the ethic and embellished with the culture of medicine.
The third section is concerned with the techniques and methods of medical education, and
includes a description of the newv teaching experiment introduced at the School of Medicine,
Western Reserve LUniversity.
The final section develops ideas on our most recenit speciality-social medicine. As yet, there
appears to be no generally agreed definition of the subject-quot homines, tot sententie. With the
growing number of full-time teachers, this subject will have an increasing importance, always
provided that it is correctly orientated to the needs of the medicai student, and that theoretical
abstractions do not replace the study of mankind and man.
Such a conference does not, of course, solve the problems of medical education. It is of interest
in that it emphasises the unity of the problem in all the countries of the world. Is there any
other profession which has discussed the problem of its own education so frequently? Though the
medical schools of Great Britain and Ireland are largely guided by the recommendations of the
General Medical Council, it must be remembered that these are only recommendations, and that
wvithin their framework experiment is possible. Y'et in the ultimate analysis, howvever well-balanced
the curriculum, the final quality of a school is the quality of its teachers. Medical education does
not end with the attainment of a degree, and it is those teachers who can plant the seeds of desire
for a lifelong education wvho are the pillars of our schools.
For all who are interested in medical education this volume contains much valuable information
and many stimulating ideas. The editor, Dr. Hugh Clegg, is to be complimented on the accuracy
of the record, the format of the publication, and the speed of its production. J. H. B.
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